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We analyze three different post-processing methods applied to a single-shot qubit readout: the
average-signal (boxcar filter), peak-signal, and maximum-likelihood methods. In contrast to previ-
ous work, we account for a stochastic turn-on time ti associated with the leading edge of a pulse
signaling one of the qubit states. This model is relevant to spin-qubit readouts based on spin-to-
charge conversion and would be generically reached in the limit of large signal-to-noise ratio r for
several other physical systems, including fluorescence-based readouts of ion-trap qubits and nitrogen-
vacancy center spins. We derive analytical closed-form expressions for the conditional probability
distributions associated with the peak-signal and boxcar filters. For the boxcar filter, we find an
asymptotic scaling of the single-shot error rate ε ∼ ln r/√r when ti is stochastic, in contrast to the
result ε ∼ ln r/r for deterministic ti. Consequently, the peak-signal method outperforms the boxcar
filter significantly when ti is stochastic, but is only marginally better for deterministic ti (a result
that is consistent with the widespread use of the boxcar filter for fluorescence-based readouts and
the peak-signal for spin-to-charge conversion). We generalize the theoretically optimal maximum-
likelihood method to stochastic ti and show numerically that a stochastic turn-on time ti will always
result in a larger single-shot error rate. Based on this observation, we propose a general strategy to
improve the quality of single-shot readouts by forcing ti to be deterministic.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 42.50.Lc, 03.65.Ta
I. INTRODUCTION
A prerequisite for many quantum information process-
ing applications is the ability to perform a strong projec-
tive single-shot measurement of a quantum bit (qubit) in
the computational basis, {|+〉 , |−〉} [1]. In general, the
readout procedure depends on the particular measure-
ment apparatus and physical system used to encode the
qubit. However, a wide variety of high-fidelity single-
shot readouts rely on the conditional amplification of
one of the qubit states, say |+〉, by means of a cy-
cling process [see Fig. 1(a)]. For example, the state of
a nitrogen-vacancy center (NV-center) in diamond [2–4],
of trapped ions [5], and of quantum-dot spins [6–8] can
be mapped to a fluorescence signal when the system is
driven by a laser. Similarly, the spin state of electrons
in semiconductor quantum dots or phosphorus donors in
silicon can be mapped to a current through a nearby
quantum point contact (QPC) or single-electron tran-
sistor (SET) via spin-to-charge conversion [9–14]. Hy-
brid optical/electrical approaches to single-spin readout
have also been demonstrated [15]. Readouts of semicon-
ductor singlet-triplet qubits [16–20] and superconducting
qubits [21] also rely on similar amplification mechanisms.
These cycling processes result in a time-dependent ana-
log signal ψ(t) related to the number of cycles per unit
time. If cycling is observed, it is inferred that the qubit
state must have been |+〉; otherwise, it is inferred that
the qubit state must have been |−〉. Such readouts are
quantum non-demolition (QND) since each cycle pre-
serves the information associated with the initial qubit
state. The fact that these readouts are QND is one rea-
son they can reach high fidelities. To convert analog in-
formation associated with the noisy cycling signal ψ(t),
a post-processing procedure must be chosen to minimize
the frequency of errors in the assignment of the binary
state. Although higher-level and hardware-independent
protocols can be used to minimize the uncertainty in
quantum process tomography [22, 23], an understand-
ing of the dependence of the error rate on the underlying
physical parameters is useful in further improving state
reconstruction.
Interestingly, different communities have used different
post-processing protocols to optimize the fidelity of their
readouts, even though the various physical readouts are
based on very similar cycling processes. In particular,
fluorescence-based experiments have typically relied on
integrating the signal ψ(t) over time to detect cycling (the
so-called boxcar filter) [2–5], although more sophisticated
Bayesian inference procedures have also been used [5, 24].
Spin-to-charge conversion experiments for semiconductor
spin qubits, on the other hand, have typically been an-
alyzed through a measurement of the peak of the signal
ψ(t) (the peak-signal filter) [10, 11, 13, 14]. In light of
the striking similarities between these readouts, it is nat-
ural to ask whether the disparity in post-processing orig-
inates from a fundamental difference between the exper-
iments. In fact, the only qualitative difference between
the two cases is the mechanism triggering the cycling
process. For spin-to-charge conversion, there is a ran-
dom turn-on time ti after the beginning of the readout
phase, where ti follows a Poisson process. In contrast, for
fluorescence-based readouts cycling typically starts on a
very short time scale ti ≈ 0 as driving is turned on. Here
we demonstrate that the uncertainty resulting from this
stochastic turn-on time indeed accounts for the disparity
in post-processing procedures, and we propose an avenue
for increasing the fidelity of such readouts by making the
turn-on time deterministic.
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2Quantum measurements based on cycling processes
have been the subject of various theoretical studies. In
particular, considerable attention has been given to the
readout of a qubit using a non-QND cycling process (with
back-action on the qubit) for several distinct physical sys-
tems [25–32]. Protocols for the optimal readout of a qubit
using a QND cycling process have been studied in great
detail in Ref. [33] for the case ti = 0, although the statis-
tics for the peak signal were not derived in that work.
In this paper we analytically obtain the statistics of the
peak signal in the case of a stochastic turn-on time ti
and Gaussian white noise. We demonstrate the valid-
ity of our approach by fitting our analytical probability
distribution for the peak signal to that measured in the
readout of single spin qubits in silicon in Ref. [11]. Most
importantly, we show that a significant improvement in
fidelity is obtained by using the peak-signal filter over the
boxcar filter if the turn-on time ti is stochastic. More pre-
cisely, we prove that for large signal-to-noise ratio r, the
boxcar-filter error rate ε scales like ε ∼ ln r/r when ti is
fixed while the error rate scales like ε ∼ ln r/√r when
ti follows a Poisson process. The key observation is that
the loss of information associated with a stochastic ti can
be largely compensated by using a simple peak-signal fil-
ter instead of a boxcar filter. This result explains the
disparity between post-processing methods used in dif-
ferent experiments and indicates which method should
be used in future experiments. Furthermore, we gener-
alize the optimal maximum-likelihood filter developed in
Ref. [33] and show numerically that the stochasticity of
ti reduces the fidelity significantly even when this theo-
retically optimal procedure is followed. This result leads
to the conclusion that physical readouts with stochastic
turn-on time ti can be generically improved by engineer-
ing them such that ti ' 0 becomes deterministic.
The remainder of the text is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we express the readout error rate in terms of
the probability distributions of measured observables. In
Sec. III, we introduce a model for the noisy cycling signal
and formally define the peak-signal and boxcar filters. In
Sec. IV, we analytically derive the conditional probability
distributions for the observables derived from the peak-
signal and boxcar filters. We then fit the peak-signal dis-
tributions to experimental data presented in Ref. [11]. In
Sec. V, we numerically obtain the error rate for the peak-
signal and boxcar filters and analytically derive the scal-
ing of the boxcar-filter error rate for large signal-to-noise
ratio. Finally, in Sec. VI we generalize the maximum-
likelihood filter of Ref. [33] to the case of stochastic ti.
We conclude in Sec. VII.
II. ERROR RATE
For the most general readout, the goal is to infer the
initial qubit state from some observable O. For example,
O could be the peak ψp (obtained from the peak-signal
filter) or the time average ψ¯ (obtained from the boxcar
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic representation of a
generic cycling process. This diagram represents, e.g., the
fluorescence cycle of an NV-center or trapped ion, or the flow
of electrons through an SET or QPC during spin-to-charge
conversion. If the system is initially in the excited state |+〉
(dashed blue line) at t = 0, it can trigger cycling between two
cycling states (solid green line) at time ti. The cycling ends at
time tf when the system falls into the ground state |−〉 (dot-
ted red line). If the system is initially in the state |−〉, cycling
cannot occur because of either selection rules or energy con-
servation requirements, as indicated by the crosses. (b) Noisy
time-dependent signal ψ(t) resulting from the cycling process
of (a) when the initial state is |+〉. The readout phase starts
at t = 0 and acquisition starts after an arming time tarm. Ini-
tially, cycling does not occur and the signal takes the average
value 〈ψ〉 = −1. At a random time ti, cycling is triggered and
the signal rises to 〈ψ〉 = 1. At a subsequent random time tf ,
cycling stops and the signal again drops to 〈ψ〉 = −1. Acqui-
sition stops after a measurement time τM . Throughout, we
assume that tarm → 0, that ti and τ = tf − ti follow Poisson
processes and that the noise is white and Gaussian.
filter) of some analog signal ψ(t). These quantities are
defined in Eqs. (12) and (13), below. In Sec. VI, we will
take O to be the full measurement record ψ(t) (appro-
priate for the maximum-likelihood filter). To infer the
state, we define the likelihood ratio [34]:
Λ =
P (O|+)
P (O|−) =
P (−)
P (+)
× P (+|O)
P (−|O) , (1)
where P (O|±) is the probability density of measuring
the observable O given the state |±〉 and where the last
3equality is obtained using Bayes’ theorem. If Λ is greater
than the threshold λ = P (−)/P (+), the state is most
likely |+〉; otherwise, the state is most likely |−〉. For
simplicity, we assume that the prior probabilities for the
initial state are balanced, P (±) = 1/2, in which case the
threshold is λ = 1. The average error rate is then given
by:
ε =
1
2
(ε+ + ε−), (2)
where ε+ = P (Λ < 1|+) and ε− = P (Λ > 1|−) are the
error rates conditional on the initial qubit state. These
expressions are valid for an arbitrary observable O.
In the common case where the observable O is a real
scalar, as is the case for the peak-signal and boxcar filters,
the threshold λ = 1 is equivalent to a threshold ν for O,
satisfying P (ν|+) = P (ν|−). The conditional error rates
are then given by [19, 33, 34]:
ε+ =
∫ ν
−∞
dO P (O|+) , ε− =
∫ ∞
ν
dO P (O|−), (3)
and the fidelity is simply F = 1− ε. For the maximum-
likelihood filter, such simple thresholding is not possible
since O is a multi-dimensional object, namely the signal
ψ(t) given at all times t. In this case, the error rate
(2) must be obtained from Monte-Carlo simulations (see
Sec. VI) [33].
III. MODEL OF THE SIGNAL AND NOISE
A. Noisy cycling signal
We now model the time-dependent signal ψ(t) result-
ing from the cycling process of Fig. 1(a). This could
be, for example, a cycling fluorescence transition in NV-
centers and ion traps, or the current flowing through an
SET or QPC in the case of spin-to-charge conversion in
semiconductor spin qubits. If the qubit is initially in the
ground state |−〉, cycling does not occur. Thus, the av-
erage of ψ(t) over realizations of the noise is the same
at all times t. We choose the convention that (ensemble
averages are indicated by angular brackets throughout):
〈ψ(t)〉 = −1. (4)
If the qubit is initially in the excited state |+〉, cycling
begins at a random turn-on time ti and ends at a ran-
dom turn-off time tf . The stochasticity of ti and tf
typically results from coupling the qubit states |±〉 to
a broadband continuum (the radiation field in the case
of a fluorescence readout [2, 3, 5, 6], or a Fermi sea
of electronic states in the case of spin-to-charge con-
version [10, 11, 13]), leading to a Markovian process,
hence a Poissonian (exponential) distribution of ti and
tf . As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the result is a noisy time-
dependent signal ψ(t) such that:
〈ψ(t)〉 = 2 [θ (t− ti)− θ (t− tf )]− 1. (5)
Here, the turn-on time ti and pulse width τ = tf−ti each
follows an independent Poisson process. Therefore, the
probability distribution for ti and tf has the exponential
form:
P (ti, tf ) = Γe
−Γtie−(tf−ti). (6)
Here and throughout, time is measured in units of the
average pulse width 〈τ〉 and Γ is the ratio of 〈τ〉 to the
average turn-on time 〈ti〉. We recover the case of a de-
terministic turn-on time ti → 0 when Γ → ∞. This is
typically the relevant case for fluorescence-based read-
outs [2, 3, 5, 6]. As indicated in Fig. 1(b), the stochastic
turn-on time ti must be distinguished from a determinis-
tic arming time tarm [10, 33] during which the qubit may
relax [see Fig. 1(b)]. Indeed, the uncertainty in ti will
affect the readout error rate even if the qubit relaxation
time is infinite or tarm = 0. In the following analysis we
will neglect qubit relaxation and take the arming time to
be negligible, tarm ' 0.
For simplicity, we also assume that ψ(t) is subject to
Gaussian white noise, i.e. that the signal autocorrelation
function is:
〈δψ(t)δψ(t′)〉 = r−1δ(t− t′), (7)
where δψ(t) = ψ(t) − 〈ψ(t)〉. Here, r is the (power)
signal-to-noise ratio integrated over an interval 〈τ〉 = 1:
r−1 =
∫ 1
0
dt
∫ 1
0
dt′ 〈δψ(t)δψ(t′)〉 . (8)
The assumption of Gaussian noise is only valid when the
number of cycling events is much larger than one, so that
we can treat ψ(t) as a continuous variable. Furthermore,
for simplicity we assume shot noise is negligible compared
to other sources of stationary Gaussian white noise (e.g.
due to amplifier electronics). In the opposite limit where
the readout is limited by the shot-noise power, the error
rate is simply given by the probability that no cycling
event occurs [3].
B. Peak-signal and boxcar filters
We take the signal ψ(t) to be measured during a time
τM [see Fig. 1(b)]. In practice, each data point on such
a trace is necessarily acquired over a finite bin time τb,
corresponding to the inverse bandwidth of either a mea-
surement apparatus or of a low-pass filter applied for
post-processing. For simplicity, we assume that τM is
separated in N bins of length τb = τM/N (see Fig. 2).
The lth bin, starting at time lτb, is then assigned its time-
averaged value:
ψ¯l =
1
τb
∫ (l+1)τb
lτb
dt ψ(t) , l = 0, 1, 2, ., N − 1. (9)
4With Gaussian white noise, Eq. (7), the probability dis-
tribution pφ(ψ¯l) ≡ P (ψ¯l|±; ti, tf ) for ψ¯l in bin l is:
pφ(ψ¯l) = Nσ
(
ψ¯l − φ
)
=
1√
2piσ2
e−
(ψ¯l−φ)2
2σ2 , (10)
where Nσ is the normal distribution of zero mean and
of variance σ2 = (rτb)
−1. Here, φ ≡ 〈ψ¯l〉 is the average
of ψ¯l over realizations of the noise. It will also be use-
ful to define the cumulative distribution function qφ(ψ¯l)
corresponding to pφ:
qφ(ψ¯l) =
∫ ψ¯l
−∞
dψ pφ(ψ) =
1
2
erfc
(
φ− ψ¯l√
2σ2
)
. (11)
We can now define the peak signal ψp on τM as the max-
imum of ψ¯l over all bins:
ψp = max
l<N
ψ¯l. (12)
The time-averaged signal ψ¯, corresponding to the boxcar
filter, is then recovered as a special case of the peak signal
with N = 1:
ψ¯ =
1
τM
∫ τM
0
dt ψ(t). (13)
Note that in the end, the error rate (2) must be optimized
with respect to both the bin time τb and the measurement
time τM , in addition to the threshold ν.
The form (5) of the signal suggests an alternative two-
time boxcar filter of the form (τM2− τM1)−1
∫ τM2
τM1
dt ψ(t),
where both τM1 and τM2 must be optimized. However,
we have verified numerically that this two-time boxcar
filter leads to a negligible improvement on the error rate
of the simple boxcar filter, Eq. (13), for reasons that we
detail in Sec. V. Thus, in the following we only consider
the simple boxcar filter defined in Eq. (13).
IV. STATISTICS OF THE PEAK-SIGNAL AND
BOXCAR FILTERS
To obtain the error rate for the peak-signal and boxcar
filters, Eqs. (2) and (3), we must first determine the prob-
ability distributions P (ψp|±) and P (ψ¯|±) in the presence
of a stochastic turn-on time ti. In order to extract a max-
imum of information associated with the qubit state, we
need precise knowledge of these distributions. Indeed,
the tails of the experimental distributions obtained for
similar readouts [4, 5, 11], which determine the error
rates (3), often strongly deviate from simple Gaussian-
like behavior. These distributions can be found numer-
ically from a Monte Carlo analysis of this model [11].
However, an analytical description is helpful in under-
standing the benefits of one post-processing scheme over
another. Moreover, an analytical understanding of the
statistics of the filters enables a fast extraction of the
fidelity from the data, eliminating the need for time-
consuming Monte-Carlo simulations. Therefore, in the
following we derive exact analytical expressions for the
peak-signal and boxcar distributions. Since the boxcar
filter is a special case of the peak-signal filter, we first
focus on obtaining P (ψp|±).
A. Probability distributions for a stochastic
turn-on time
1. Peak-signal distribution
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the turn-on time ti and the
turn-off time tf must each fall in a random bin of length
τb (see Sec. III B). In the following, we assume that ti (tf )
falls in the mth (nth) bin. Therefore, using Bayes’ rule
to account for all possibilities, we write the peak-signal
distributions as:
P (ψp|±) =
∞∑
m=0
∞∑
n=m
P (ψp|±;m,n)P (m,n), (14)
where P (m,n) is the probability that ti and tf fall in
bins m and n ≥ m, respectively:
P (m,n) =
∫
m
dti
∫
n
dtf P (ti, tf ). (15)
In the last expression, the integrals are taken over the
square labeled by (m,n) in the ti− tf plane (see Fig. 2).
Note that we allow for the possibility that ti and tf fall
outside the measurement window (m ≥ N and n ≥ N).
Likewise, P (ψp|±;m,n) is the probability distribution
for ψp conditional on ti and tf falling in a given square
(m,n):
P (ψp|±;m,n)
=
∫
m
dti
∫
n
dtf P (ψp|±; ti, tf )P (ti, tf |m,n), (16)
i.e. it is the average of the distribution P (ψp|±; ti, tf )
over a square (m,n) of the ti − tf plane. Here,
P (ti, tf |m,n) is the distribution (6) renormalized so that
ti and tf lie in the cell (m,n). We proceed to evaluate
expressions (15) and (16), which we then substitute into
Eq. (14).
First, we obtain P (m,n), Eq. (15), by direct integra-
tion of Eq. (6). Unsurprisingly, we find the discrete coun-
terpart to the exponential form (6):
P (m,n) =
{ Dife−Γτbm if m = n,
DiDfe−Γτbme−τb(n−m) if n > m, (17)
where we define the normalization constants:
Dif = Γ(1− e
−τb)− (1− e−Γτb)
Γ− 1 ,
Di =
Γ
(
1− e−(Γ−1)τb)
Γ− 1 , (18)
Df = 1− e−τb .
5FIG. 2. (Color online) Regions of the ti− tf plane. The turn-
on time ti (turn-off time tf ) falls in the m
th (nth) discrete bin
of length τb = τM/N , whereN is the number of bins contained
in the measurement time τM . Here, the m
th (nth) bin of the
ti (tf ) axis starts at time mτb (nτb). The shaded region is
forbidden since we must necessarily have tf > ti. The finite
measurement time τM divides the plane in three regions Ri,
Eq. (22). Each region gives a distinct, mutually-exclusive
contribution to the peak-signal distribution P (ψp|+).
Next, we derive the probability distributions
P (ψp|±;m,n), Eq. (16). Using the definition (12)
of the peak signal and a combinatorial argument, we
show in Appendix A that the peak-signal distributions
for fixed ti and tf are given by:
P (ψp|±; ti, tf ) =∏
Sφ
qφ(ψp)
Nφ
×
∑
Sφ
Nφ
pφ(ψp)
qφ(ψp)
 , (19)
where Sφ =
{
l < N | 〈ψ¯l〉 = φ} is the subset of Nφ bins in
the measurement window (0 < t < τM) having identical
distributions pφ and qφ, Eqs. (10) and (11), with average
signal φ =
〈
ψ¯l
〉
. We note that
∑
Sφ
Nφ = N .
To illustrate Eq. (19), first assume that the qubit state
is |−〉. In this case, all N bins have the same average
signal φ = −1. Thus, Eq. (19) contains a single term:
P (ψp|−; ti, tf ) = qN− ×N
p−
q−
= NqN−1− p−, (20)
where p−(ψp) = Nσ(ψp + 1), Eq. (10). Since the peak
signal manifestly does not depend on ti and tf when the
state is |−〉, the average (16) and the sum (14) are trivial
and we obtain:
P (ψp|−) = Nq−(ψp)N−1p−(ψp). (21)
In the case where the initial qubit state is |+〉, the
distribution (19) takes a different form in each of the
regions Ri of the ti − tf plane depicted in Fig. 2:
R1 : ti < τM , tf < τM ;
R2 : ti < τM , tf > τM ;
R3 : ti > τM , tf > τM .
(22)
As an example, consider the case where ti and tf fall in
region R1. If ti and tf fall in the same bin m = n, bin m
has an average signal φ = x ≡ 2(tf − ti)/τb − 1 and the
remaining N− = N − 1 bins have φ = −1. Thus, in this
particular case, Eq. (19) takes the form:
P (ψp|+;ti, tf ) =
qN−1− qx ×
[
(N − 1)p−
q−
+
px
qx
]
,
(23)
where px(ψp) = Nσ(ψp − x), Eq. (10). Substituting
Eq. (23) into Eq. (16), we obtain:
P (ψp|+;m,m) =
qN−1− q¯if ×
[
(N − 1)p−
q−
+
p¯if
q¯if
]
,
(24)
where
p¯if (ψp) =
∫
m
dti
∫
n=m
dtf px(ψp) · P (ti, tf |m,n) (25)
is the average probability distribution in a bin containing
both ti and tf . Similarly, when ti and tf fall in different
bins (m < n), bin m has φ = y ≡ 1− 2(ti −mτb)/τb and
bin n has φ = z ≡ 2(tf − nτb)/τb − 1. Of the remaining
bins, there are N− = N − (n−m)− 1 with φ = −1 and
N+ = (n−m)− 1 with φ = +1. Thus, we find:
P (ψp|+;m < n) =
q
N−
− q
N+
+ q¯iq¯f ×
[
N−
p−
q−
+N+
p+
q+
+
p¯i
q¯i
+
p¯f
q¯f
]
,
(26)
where
p¯i(f)(ψp) =
∫
m
dti
∫
n 6=m
dtf py(z)(ψp) ·P (ti, tf |m,n) (27)
is the average probability distribution in a bin containing
only ti (tf ).
In Appendix B, we give similar expressions for
P (ψp|+;m,n) in regions R2 and R3 [Eqs. (B2) and (B3)]
as well as analytical expressions for the distributions p¯if ,
p¯i and p¯f and their respective cumulative distributions
[Eqs. (B5), (B6) and (B7)]. We then perform the sum
(14) analytically and find that the probability distri-
bution P (ψp|+) has a contribution from each region of
Fig. 2:
P (ψp|+) = P1(ψp|+) + P2(ψp|+) + P3(ψp|+). (28)
6FIG. 3. (Color online) Fit of the analytical distributions
P (ψp|−)P (−) (dashed red line) and P (ψp|+)P (+) (solid blue
line), Eqs. (21) and (28), to the experimentally determined
distribution P (ψp) extracted from data in Fig. 4(b) of Ref. [11]
(open circles). The dotted black line is the full peak-signal dis-
tribution P (ψp) = P (ψp|−)P (−) + P (ψp|+)P (+). The peak
SET current Ip for the spin-to-charge conversion is mapped
to the reduced peak signal ψp via ψp = (2Ip − I)/I, where I
is the average SET current. We set Γ and τM to their mea-
sured values Γ = 4 and τM = 2.5 and we find fitted values of
I ≈ 2.0 nA, r ≈ 110, τb ≈ 0.075 and P (+) = 1− P (−) = 0.47
for the current, signal-to-noise ratio, bin time and prior
probabilities respectively. The values of I and P (±) are in
good agreement with the experimentally measured values of
Iexp ≈ 1.9 nA and P (+)exp ≈ 0.47. Furthermore, the bin
time is of the same order of magnitude as the inverse band-
with of the low-pass filter used in Ref. [11], corresponding to
τ expb ≈ 0.2. If the data were to be post-processed using the
square binning defined in Eq. (9), our model could be used to
obtain more accurate estimates of the bin time and signal-to-
noise ratio.
The contribution from region R3 arises from events in
which the entire pulse occurs outside the measurement
window, causing additional errors that could not occur
if the turn-on time were deterministic (ti → 0). Ex-
plicit expressions for each term in Eq. (28) are given in
Eqs. (B10) and (B11) of Appendix B.
In Fig. 3, we fit the analytical expressions (21) and (28)
to the experimental data from the spin-to-charge conver-
sion readout of Ref. [11]. We find the fitted values of the
SET current I and of the prior probabilities P (±) to be
in good agreement with the measured values. The theo-
retical probability distributions provide a good fit to the
data, allowing for a fast extraction of the readout error
rate. Moreover, the importance of describing the prob-
ability distributions with precision is apparent from the
non-Gaussian features of the distributions in Fig. 3. In-
deed, both the protuberance in the left tail of P (ψp|+),
which is masked by P (ψp|−) in an experiment, and the
asymmetry in the distribution P (ψp|+) must be accu-
rately described to obtain a genuine estimate of the error
rates (3).
2. Boxcar-filter distribution
The boxcar-filter distributions P (ψ¯|±) are obtained
from Eqs. (21), (28), (B10) and (B11) by setting N = 1
(τb = τM ) and ψp = ψ¯:
P (ψ¯|−) = p−,
P (ψ¯|+) = Dif p¯if +Die−τM p¯i + e−ΓτM p−.
(29)
Here, p¯if and p¯i are given by Eqs. (B5) and (B6) with
τb = τM . The first term of P (ψ¯|+) is the contribution
from the case where both ti and tf fall within the mea-
surement window (region R1 of Fig. 2). The second term
comes from the case where only ti falls within the mea-
surement window (region R2 of Fig. 2). The last term is
the contribution coming from the possibility of the pulse
occurring outside the measurement window (region R3
of Fig. 2).
B. Limit of a deterministic turn-on time (Γ→∞)
1. Peak-signal distribution
In this section we obtain analytical expressions for the
distributions P (ψp|±) when the turn-on time is deter-
ministic, Γ→∞. This is typically the relevant limit for
fluorescence-based readouts [2, 3, 5, 6], where the cycling
process starts almost immediately at the beginning of the
readout phase (ti → 0).
If the state is |−〉, the distribution (21) is independent
of Γ and the peak-signal distribution remains unchanged:
P (ψp|−) = NqN−1− p−. (30)
Next, we consider the case where the state is |+〉. When
Γ  1 and Γτb  1, the normalization constants (18)
simplify to:
Dif ≈ Df ≈ 1− e−τb , Di ≈ 1. (31)
Moreover, when the condition Γr−1  max {1, σ} is sat-
isfied, we asymptotically expand the error functions in
Eq. (B8) and obtain:
h(ψ, 1− Γ) ≈ 2e
Γτb
Γτb
p+. (32)
Physically, the condition Γr−1  max {1, σ} corresponds
to the requirement that the signal fluctuations on the
time interval 〈ti〉 be larger than the signal itself, making
it impossible to resolve the jump occurring at ti. Note
that when σ = (rτb)
−1/2 > 1, the condition Γr−1 
max {1, σ} is already implied by Γτb  1. From these
considerations we see that, for any finite Γ, the effects due
to the stochasticity of ti become relevant at sufficiently
large signal-to-noise ratio r. Substituting Eqs. (31) and
7(32) into Eqs. (B5), (B6) and (B7) and using Γ 1 and
Γτb  1 once again, we obtain:
p¯if ≈ p¯f ≈ τb
2(1− e−τb)h(ψp, 1) , p¯i ≈ p+,
q¯if ≈ q¯f ≈ 1
1− e−τbH(ψp, 1) , q¯i ≈ q+,
(33)
where h(ψp, 1) and H(ψp, 1) are given by Eq. (B8). With
these simplifications, the expressions (B11) for P (ψp|+)
become:
Pm=n1 (ψp|+) ≈
(1− e−τb) qN−1− q¯f
[
(N − 1)p−
q−
+
p¯f
q¯f
]
,
Pm<n1 (ψp|+) ≈ (1− e−τb)f1
(
e−τb
)
,
P 2(ψp|+) ≈ e−Nτb NqN+
p+
q+
,
P 3(ψp|+) ≈ 0,
(34)
where f1 is given by Eq. (B12). We see that in this
limit, P (ψp|+) has no contribution from region R3 since
the pulse cannot fall outside the measurement window.
Expressions for P (ψp|±) in the limit Γ → ∞ [Eqs. (30)
and (34)] are plotted in Fig. 4(d).
2. Boxcar filter distribution
The boxcar filter for deterministic turn-on time, Γ →
∞, is obtained as before by setting N = 1 (τb = τM ) and
ψp = ψ¯ in Eq. (34). We thus obtain the result derived in
Ref. [33]:
P (ψ¯|−) = p−,
P (ψ¯|+) ≈ (1− e−τM )p¯f + e−τM p+,
(35)
where p¯f , Eq. (B7), is given by its limiting expression (33)
evaluated at τb = τM . The first term of P (ψ¯|+) comes
from the case where tf falls within the measurement win-
dow, tf < τM , with probability 1 − e−τM (region R1 of
Fig. 2). The second term comes from the case where tf
falls outside the measurement window, tf > τM , with
probability e−τM (region R2 of Fig. 2). Note again that
there is no contribution from region R3 of Fig. 2 since ti
never falls outside the measurement window.
The conditional probability distributions P (ψ¯|±) given
by Eq. (35) are shown in Fig. 4(d) alongside the corre-
sponding distributions for the peak-signal filter. There
is relatively little qualitative difference between the dis-
tributions for the boxcar and peak-signal filters when
Γ→∞ [Fig. 4(d)]. In contrast, it is clear that these two
post-processing strategies generate very different condi-
tional distributions when Γ is finite [see Fig. 4(b)].
V. ERROR RATE FOR THE PEAK-SIGNAL
AND BOXCAR FILTERS
We are now in a position to compute the average er-
ror rate ε for the peak-signal and boxcar filters. We first
numerically integrate the analytical probability distribu-
tions derived in Sec. IV to obtain the conditional error
rates (3). We then numerically minimize ε, Eq. (2), with
respect to the measurement time τM , bin time τb and
threshold ν.
The optimized error rate is plotted as a function of
the signal-to-noise ratio r in Fig. 4(a) for the case of a
stochastic turn-on time (Γ = 4) [35] and in Fig. 4(c) for
the case of a deterministic turn-on time (Γ → ∞). The
advantage gained by measuring the peak signal instead
of the time-averaged signal (employing the boxcar filter)
is significant when Γ = 4, but only marginal when Γ →
∞. For example, when Γ = 4, using the peak-signal
instead of the boxcar filter increases the fidelity from F =
95.1% to F = 98.4% for r = 250, whereas when Γ →
∞, the fidelity only increases from 99.0% to 99.1% for
the same signal-to-noise ratio. The qualitative difference
between the two cases is apparent from the corresponding
optimized probability distributions plotted in Figs. 4(b)
and 4(d) for a signal-to-noise ratio of r = 30. In the case
Γ = 4, the weight of the probability distribution for |+〉
is shifted to higher values of ψp by using the peak signal
filter over the boxcar filter, whereas in the case Γ → ∞,
the peak-signal and boxcar distributions are qualitatively
very similar.
We can better understand why this occurs by studying
the asymptotic behavior of the error rate for the boxcar
filter at large signal-to-noise ratio. Expression (29) for
the boxcar filter probability distributions can be inte-
grated analytically to give the unoptimized error rate:
ε =
1
2
[Dif q¯if (ν) +Die−τM q¯i(ν)
−(1− e−ΓτM )q−(ν) + 1
]
.
(36)
The optimal threshold ν is given by the condition
P (ν|+) = P (ν|−). Thus, according to Eq. (29), ν is
the solution of:
Dif p¯if (ν) +Die−τM p¯i(ν) = (1− e−ΓτM )p−(ν). (37)
When the turn-on time ti is stochastic, there is a finite
lower bound on the optimal measurement time τM . In-
deed, in such a case there is a finite probability that ti
falls outside the measurement window. Therefore, we
must necessarily choose an optimal measurement time
τM & 1 to minimize the possibility of completely miss-
ing the pulse. This implies that as the signal-to-noise
ratio increases, r → ∞, the typical width of the dis-
tribution on the right-hand side of Eq. (37) goes as
σ = (rτM )
−1/2 → 0 while the distribution on the left-
hand side remains delocalized [see Eqs. (B5) and (B7)].
Thus, the solution of Eq. (37) must be such that the opti-
mal threshold approaches ν → −1. Therefore, we expand
8FIG. 4. (Color online) (a),(c) Optimized error rates, Eq. (2), as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio r for the boxcar filter
(solid blue line), peak-signal filter (dashed red line) and maximum-likelihood filter (dotted green line) for (a) Γ = 4 (e.g.
spin-to-charge conversion in semiconductor qubits) and (c) Γ→∞ (e.g. fluorescence-based readouts in NV-centers or trapped
ions). The error rates have been optimized with respect to the threshold ν, measurement time τM and bin time τb (when
applicable). In the case Γ = 4, the error rate is significantly decreased for large r by using the peak-signal filter instead of
the boxcar filter, whereas the advantage is much smaller in the case Γ→∞. The error rate for the maximum-likelihood filter
(dotted green line), obtained from the Monte-Carlo solution of Eqs. (C4) and (C6), is the lowest theoretically achievable error
rate. The fluctuations in the maximum-likelihood error rates are due to the finite sample size (5 × 104) of the Monte-Carlo
simulation. (b),(d) Optimized probability distributions P (ψp|−) (dashed red line), P (ψp|+) (solid blue line), P (ψ¯|−) (dotted
red line) and P (ψ¯|+) (dot-dashed blue line) for r = 30 in the cases (b) Γ = 4, Eqs. (21), (28) and (29), and (d) Γ → ∞,
Eqs. (30), (34) and (35). For Γ = 4, the weight of the distribution for |+〉 is visibly shifted to the right by using the peak-signal
filter compared to the boxcar filter, decreasing the error rate significantly. When Γ→∞, the probability distributions for the
peak-signal and boxcar filters are qualitatively the same in both cases and no advantage is gained. The dotted black vertical
lines indicate the optimal threshold ν for each case, satisfying P (ν|−) = P (ν|+).
the condition (37) asymptotically in the limit ν → −1
and r →∞ and find:
ν ≈
√
2
rτM
ln
1
2
(√
2rτM
pi
γ
)
− 1, (38)
where:
γ =
1
τM
(
1− e−ΓτM
1− (1− Γ)e−ΓτM
)
. (39)
Next, we expand Eq. (36) in the same limit and use
Eq. (38) to obtain ε:
ε ≈ 1
2
e−ΓτM +
1
4
√
τM
r
[
1− (1− Γ)e−ΓτM ]
×
[
ln
1
2
(
2γ2rτM
pi
)
+ ln−
1
2 (4rτM )
]
.
(40)
Since the first term decreases exponentially with τM and
the second term increases polynomially with τM , the
optimal measurement time must diverge logarithmically
when r → ∞, τM ∼ ln r. Thus, we use e−ΓτM  1 and
optimize Eq. (40) with respect to τM when r → ∞. We
find the following leading logarithmic asymptotic form
for the error rate:
ε ∼ 1√
r
ln r (Γ <∞). (41)
9This result is to be compared to the case of a determinis-
tic turn-on time ti. In Ref. [33], it was shown that in this
case, the average error rate for the boxcar filter scales
instead as
ε ∼ 1
r
ln r (Γ→∞). (42)
This qualitative difference in scaling arises from the fact
that when Γ → ∞, the optimal measurement time ap-
proaches τM ∼ ε ∼ ln r/r → 0 when r → ∞. This
ensures that the turn-off time falls outside the measure-
ment window, tf > τM , and thus that
〈
ψ¯
〉 ≈ +1 when
the state is |+〉 [see Fig. 4(d)]. As we already argued,
this is not possible in the presence of a stochastic turn-
on time since the optimal measurement time must always
be such that τM & 1 in order to avoid the possibility of
missing the pulse. Since the pulse can occur anywhere
in the measurement window, we have
〈
ψ¯
〉
< 1 when the
state is |+〉, increasing the error rate [see Fig. 4(b)]. We
have numerically verified that the two-time boxcar filter
described in Sec. III B suffers from the same limitation.
The peak-signal filter partly overcomes this shortcoming
by gaining additional information on the location of the
pulse within the measurement window, moving the aver-
age of the distribution back to 〈ψp〉 & 1 [see Fig. 4(b)].
To better illustrate this effect, we plot the numeri-
cally optimized measurement time and number of bins
N = τM/τb for the peak-signal filter as a function of
signal-to-noise ratio in Fig. 5, for both Γ = 4 and Γ→∞.
When Γ = 4, it becomes advantageous to increase the
number of bins as r increases since the measurement
time remains finite and the location of the pulse is un-
known. When Γ → ∞, the advantage gained by bin-
ning is not significant since the measurement time can
become arbitrarily small. These results suggest an ex-
planation for why the peak-signal filter is typically used
for spin-to-charge conversion readouts using semiconduc-
tor qubits (having a stochastic turn-on time) [10, 11, 13],
whereas fluorescence-based readouts (having a determin-
istic turn-on time) typically rely on the simple boxcar
filter [2, 3, 5, 6]. More importantly, we emphasize that
there is a crossover from Γ → ∞ (Γr−1  max {1, σ})
to Γ < ∞ (Γr−1  max {1, σ}) as r increases (see
Sec. IV B). Thus, for any readout with finite Γ it will
become necessary to use the peak-signal filter instead of
the boxcar filter as the signal-to-noise ratio improves.
VI. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FILTER
In the previous sections, we have shown that for read-
outs relying on a cycling process (e.g. spin-to-charge
conversion in semiconductor qubits), the presence of a
stochastic turn-on time for the cycling can significantly
decrease the fidelity when simple filters are used. In this
section, we generalize the maximum-likelihood filter de-
veloped in Ref. [33] for a deterministic turn-on time to the
case of a stochastic turn-on time. We show that even for
FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Optimal measurement time τM as
a function of the signal-to-noise ratio r for the peak-signal fil-
ter in the cases Γ = 4 (purple solid line) and Γ→∞ (purple
dashed line). When Γ = 4, the measurement time diverges
logarithmically with r [see the discussion following Eq. (40)],
whereas when Γ → ∞, τM approaches 0 as r increases. (b)
Optimal number number of bins N = τM/τb as a function of
the signal-to-noise ratio r for the peak-signal filter in the cases
Γ = 4 (purple solid line) and Γ → ∞ (purple dashed line).
Although we have derived our model for N ∈ N, we treat
N as a continuous variable for numerical optimization: frac-
tional values of N must be seen as an interpolation between
integer values. Because τM must remain finite when Γ = 4,
it becomes advantageous to increase the number of bins in
order to locate the pulse within the measurement window.
When Γ → ∞ (ti = 0), τM can approach 0 as r increases,
eliminating the need for binning.
this theoretically optimal Bayesian inference procedure,
the fidelity of the readout can be significantly degraded
by the uncertainty in the turn-on time.
The maximum-likelihood filter uses all the information
contained in a given measurement record ψ(t) to infer
the state of the qubit. The likelihood ratio, Eq. (1), now
takes the form:
Λ =
P [ψ(t)|+]
P [ψ(t)|−] . (43)
When the qubit state is |−〉, the average signal is 〈ψ(t)〉 =
−1, Eq. (4), so that the probability distribution for ψ(t)
is:
P [ψ(t)|−] = Ae−
∫ τM
0 dt
[ψ(t)+1]2r
2 , (44)
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where A is a normalization constant. When the qubit
state is |+〉, the average signal for fixed ti and tf , Eq. (5),
is 〈ψ(t)〉 = 2 [θ (t− ti)− θ (t− tf )]−1 ≡ i(t), so that the
probability distribution for ψ(t) is, using Bayes’ rule:
P [ψ(t)|+] =
A
∫ ∞
0
dti
∫ ∞
ti
dtfP (ti, tf )e
− ∫ τM0 dt [ψ(t)−i(t)]2r2 . (45)
Using these expressions, the likelihood ratio (43) can be
rewritten as:
Λ =
∫ ∞
0
dti
∫ ∞
ti
dtfP (ti, tf )e
∫ τM
0 dt ψ(t)[i(t)+1]r. (46)
The integral has a contribution from each domain illus-
trated in Fig. 2:
Λ = Λ1 + Λ2 + Λ3, (47)
where:
Λ1 =
∫ τM
0
dti
∫ τM
ti
dtf Γe
−(Γ−1)tie−tf e
∫ tf
ti
dt 2ψ(t)r,
Λ2 = e
−τM
∫ τM
0
dti Γe
−(Γ−1)tie
∫ τM
ti
dt 2ψ(t)r,
Λ3 = e
−ΓτM .
(48)
In principle, we can evaluate these integrals numerically
to obtain Λ given a particular measurement record ψ(t).
If Λ < 1, we declare the state to be |−〉 and if Λ > 1,
we declare the state to be |+〉. If Λ = 1 we choose ran-
domly by throwing an unbiased coin. However, we can
avoid the triple integrals and the potentially large nu-
merical values of Λ in Eq. (48) by using an equivalent
set of stochastic differential equations [33, 36] for the
estimator P [+|ψ(t)] = Λ/(1 + Λ) (see Appendix C). If
P [+|ψ(t)] < 1/2, we infer that the state is |−〉 and if
P [+|ψ(t)] > 1/2, we infer that the state is |+〉.
Although expressions for the case of deterministic turn-
on time have already been given in Ref. [33], we repro-
duce them here in our notation for completeness. Taking
the limit Γ→∞ in Eq. (48), we find that the likelihood
ratio only has contributions from regions R1 and R2 in
Fig. 2:
Λ = Λ1 + Λ2, (49)
where:
Λ1 =
∫ τM
0
dtf e
−tf e
∫ tf
0 dt 2ψ(t)r, (50)
Λ2 = e
−τM e
∫ τM
0 dt 2ψ(t)r. (51)
A set of stochastic differential equations equivalent to
these integrals is also given in Appendix C.
To obtain the error rate of the maximum-likelihood
filter, we generate 5 × 104 random records ψ(t) by ran-
domly choosing the initial state |±〉 with equal proba-
bility. For each record, we solve the stochastic differen-
tial equations (C4) and (C6) using a standard fourth-
order Runge-Kutta method [37] to obtain the estimator
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Estimator P [+|ψ(t)] as a function of
the measurement time τM for r = 30, obtained for a randomly
generated record ψ(t) in the cases Γ = 4 (solid blue line) and
Γ→∞ (dashed purple line). When Γ = 4, P [+|ψ(t)] initially
slowly decreases in the interval [0, ti] and suddenly jumps to 1
when the pulse occurs. When Γ → ∞, ti → 0 and P [+|ψ(t)]
immediatley jumps to 1. In both cases the estimator reaches a
constant value at large τM when all the available information
on the pulse has been acquired.
P [+|ψ(t)]. Typical solutions for P [ψ(t)|+] as a function
of τM are illustrated in Fig. 6. We see that the estima-
tor reaches a constant value as τM increases. Thus, it
is sufficient to choose a sufficiently large measurement
time, τM  〈tf 〉 to obtain the optimal error rate [33].
The average error rate ε is then given by the fraction of
records that are misidentified by the estimator. We plot
ε as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio r in Fig. 4(a)
for Γ = 4 and in Fig. 4(b) for Γ→∞. The readout error
rate is substantially larger at large r when Γ = 4 com-
pared to Γ→∞. Quantitatively, we find that to achieve
an error rate ε < 1.1% in the case Γ = 4, it is necessary
to have a signal-to-noise ratio of r > 250. To achieve
the same error rate when Γ→∞, it is sufficient to have
a signal-to-noise ratio r > 135. Thus, we conclude that
even for this optimal post-processing procedure, the ad-
ditional uncertainty in ti can significantly degrade the
single-shot fidelity of the readout.
An important consequence of this result is that it
should always be possible to increase the fidelity of spin-
to-charge conversion readouts by making the turn-on
time deterministic in the sense of Sec. IV B. For exam-
ple, suppose (similar to the experiment of Ref. [11]) that
an electron spin qubit in a localized orbital is coupled
(with tunneling rate Γ0) to each of g nearly degenerate
orbital states in a neighboring empty SET, initially in
the Coulomb-blockade regime. The electron then tun-
nels from the excited spin state onto the SET at a rate
Γi = gΓ0, after which current can flow through the SET
in the sequential tunneling regime, and the SET occu-
pation ρSET(t) fluctuates between 1 and 0 electrons. An
electron will tunnel back to the spin-qubit ground state
at a g-independent rate Γτ ' Γ0ρ¯SET/2 = Γ0/4 assum-
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ing the average SET occupation is ρ¯SET = 1/2 [38] and
that the SET is occupied with spin-up and spin-down
electrons with equal probability. The ratio of time scales
setting Γ is then 〈τ〉 / 〈ti〉 = Γ = Γi/Γτ = 4g. The
choice Γ = 4 corresponds, in this case, to a single non-
degenerate level of the unoccupied SET (g = 1). In-
deed, this happens to be the value found experimen-
tally for the readout of Ref. [11]. However, the degen-
eracy g could be any value, in principle. The read-
out fidelity could be improved by increasing g such that
Γr−1 = 4gr−1 > max {1, σ}, entering the regime where
the asymptotic form, Γ→∞, of Fig. 4(c) applies. In the
typical case where the noise in an individual bin is small
compared to the signal, σ < 1, we find the very simple
condition on the degeneracy g and signal-to-noise ratio
r:
g >
r
4
. (52)
Nanostructures with a large density of single-particle
states (e.g. a one-dimensional nanowire with a E−1/2
singularity in the density of states), could be used to re-
alize the limit given in Eq. (52), even in the limit of large
signal-to-noise ratio r.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have shown that the fidelity of read-
outs relying on a QND cycling process with a stochas-
tic turn-on time can be significantly increased by mea-
suring the peak of the cycling signal (peak-signal filter)
instead of its time average (boxcar filter). The origin
of this discrepancy is that the peak-signal filter, by in-
creasing the number of bins in the measurement window,
can acquire additional information on the time at which
the cycling signal occurs. Our results may explain why
spin-to-charge conversion experiments in semiconductor
qubits have typically used the peak-signal filter, whereas
fluorescence-based readouts have normally relied on the
simpler boxcar filter. Moreover, we predict that for any
system with a stochastic turn-on time, however small, it
will become advantageous to employ the peak-signal filter
rather than the boxcar filter when the signal-to-noise ra-
tio becomes larger than the dimensionless inverse average
turn-on time (r > Γ). Furthermore, we have generalized
the maximum-likelihood filter developed in Ref. [33] to
the case of a stochastic turn-on time. We have shown
that even when this theoretically optimal procedure is
followed, the presence of a stochastic turn-on time can
significantly reduce the fidelity of the readout. Thus, we
propose that the fidelity of such cycling readouts may be
increased by making the turn-on time deterministic. In
the case of a semiconductor qubit coupled to a nearby
SET, this could be achieved by engineering the density
of single-particle states for the SET to enhance tunnel-
ing from the qubit to the SET. It should be possible, in
principle, to extend our approach to include shot-noise
and non-Gaussian types of noise relevant in experiments
with a small number of cycling events (e.g. in the pres-
ence of dark counts and near-Poissonian noise in ion-trap
experiments [5]).
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Appendix A: Derivation of the general form of the
peak-signal distribution P (ψp|±; ti, tf )
In this appendix, we derive the general form of the
peak-signal distribution P (ψp|±; ti, tf ), Eq. (19). For
fixed turn-on time ti and turn-off time tf , the proba-
bility of a given peak signal ψp is the probability that at
least one of the N bins has ψp < ψ¯l < ψp + dψp while
the remainder have ψ¯l < ψp:
P (ψp|±; ti, tf )dψp
=
∏
Sφ
Nφ∑
k=0
Bk(pφ, qφ)
−∏
Sφ
B0(pφ, qφ),
(A1)
where Sφ =
{
l < N | 〈ψ¯l〉 = φ} runs over the subsets of
Nφ bins in the measurement window having identical dis-
tributions pφ and qφ, Eqs. (10) and (11). The total num-
ber of bins is N =
∑
Sφ
Nφ. In Eq. (A1), we introduced
the binomial form:
Bk(pφ, qφ) ≡
(
Nφ
k
)
[pφ(ψp)dψp]
k
[qφ(ψp)]
Nφ−k , (A2)
which gives the probability that k bins in the subset Sφ
are such that ψp < ψ¯l < ψp + dψp and that Nφ − k bins
are such that ψ¯l < ψp. Next, we perform the binomial
sum in Eq. (A1) and find:
P (ψp|±; ti, tf )dψp =∏
Sφ
[pφ(ψp)dψp + qφ(ψp)]
Nφ −
∏
Sφ
qφ(ψp)
Nφ . (A3)
In the continuum limit for ψp, we have pφ(ψp)dψp 
qφ(ψp). Thus, we can expand the first term of Eq. (A3)
to linear order to obtain the desired result, Eq. (19):
P (ψp|±;ti, tf ) =∏
Sφ
qφ(ψp)
Nφ
×
∑
Sφ
Nφ
pφ(ψp)
qφ(ψp)
 . (A4)
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Appendix B: Analytical expressions for P (ψp|+)
In this appendix, we derive an explicit analytical ex-
pression for the distribution P (ψp|+), Eq. (28). Follow-
ing the reasoning of Sec. IV A 1, we assume that the turn-
on time ti and the turn-off time tf fall in the m
th and nth
time bin, respectively. We then write out Eq. (A4) for m
and n falling in each region of the ti − tf plane depicted
in Fig. 2 and perform the average (16) over ti in bin m
and tf in bin n.
For (m,n) in region R1, we find Eqs. (23) and (24):
P (ψp|+;m,m) =
qN−1− q¯if ×
[
(N − 1)p−
q−
+
p¯if
q¯if
]
,
P (ψp|+;m < n) = qN−k−1− qk−1+ q¯iq¯f
×
[
(N − k − 1)p−
q−
+ (k − 1)p+
q+
+
p¯i
q¯i
+
p¯f
q¯f
]
.
(B1)
where k = n−m. For (m,n) in region R2, we find:
P (ψp|+;m,n) = qm− qN−1−m+ q¯i
×
[
m
p−
q−
+ (N − 1−m)p+
q+
+
p¯i
q¯i
]
.
(B2)
Finally, for (m,n) in region R3, we find:
P (ψp|+;m,n) = NqN−1− p−, (B3)
Here, p¯if is the average probability distribution in a bin
that contains both ti and tf and pi (pf ) is the average
probability distribution in a bin that contains only ti (tf ):
p¯if (ψp) =
∫
m
dti
∫
n=m
dtf px(ψp) · P (ti, tf |m,n),
p¯i(ψp) =
∫
m
dti
∫
n 6=m
dtf py(ψp) · P (ti, tf |m,n),
p¯f (ψp) =
∫
m
dti
∫
n 6=m
dtf pz(ψp) · P (ti, tf |m,n).
(B4)
Above, the integrals are taken over the square (m,n) in
the ti − tf plane, Fig. 2. In Eq. (B4), px, py and pz
are the Gaussian distributions (10) with average signal
x = 2(tf − ti)/τb − 1, y = 1 − 2(ti − mτb)/τb and z =
2(tf − nτb)/τb − 1, respectively.
Using Eqs. (6) and (10) to perform the integrals (B4),
we find that, in a bin that contains both ti and tf
(m = n), the average probability distribution and its
cumulative function are:
p¯if =
τb
2Dif
[
h(ψp, 1)− e−Γτbh(ψp, 1− Γ)
]
,
q¯if =
1
Dif
[
H(ψp, 1)− e
−Γτb
1− ΓH(ψp, 1− Γ)
]
.
(B5)
In a bin that contains only the turn-on time ti, we find
the average distributions:
p¯i =
Γτb
2Di e
−(Γ−1)τbh(ψp, 1− Γ),
q¯i =
Γ
(1− Γ)Di e
−(Γ−1)τbH(ψp, 1− Γ),
(B6)
and in a bin that contains only the turn-off time tf , they
are:
p¯f =
τb
2Df h(ψp, 1),
q¯f =
1
DfH(ψp, 1).
(B7)
Here, we introduce the functions:
h(ψ,α) =
1
2
e
α2τb
8r −
ατb(ψ+1)
2 ×[
erf
(
ψ + 1− α2r√
2σ2
)
− erf
(
ψ − 1− α2r√
2σ2
)]
,
H(ψ,α) = q− − e−ατbq+ − h(ψ, α),
(B8)
where p±(ψp) = Nσ(ψp ∓ 1) and σ2 = (rτb)−1, Eq. (10).
Next, we substitute Eqs. (17), (B1), (B2) and (B3) into
Eq. (14) to obtain P (ψp|+). We find that P (ψp|+) has
a contribution from each region Ri:
P (ψp|+) = P1(ψp|+) + P2(ψp|+) + P3(ψp|+), (B9)
where the contribution from region R1 has distinct con-
tributions from m = n and m < n:
P1(ψp|+) = Pm=n1 (ψp|+) + Pm<n1 (ψp|+). (B10)
We perform the sum (14) directly and obtain an analyt-
ical form for P (ψp|+):
Pm=n1 (ψp|+) =
Dif gN
(
e−Γτb
)
qN−1− q¯if
[
(N − 1)p−
q−
+
p¯if
q¯if
]
,
Pm<n1 (ψp|+) = (B11)
DiDf
1− e−Γτb
[
f1
(
e−τb
)− e−ΓτbNf1 (e−(1−Γ)τb)] ,
P 2(ψp|+) = DiDfe
−τbN
1− e−τb f2
(
e−(Γ−1)τb
)
,
P 3(ψp|+) = e−ΓτbN qN− N
p−
q−
.
Eq. (B9), together with Eqs. (B10) and (B11), is the
central result of this appendix. Here, we have introduced
the functions:
f1(a) = aq¯iq¯f
[
b−
p−
q−
+ b+
p+
q+
+ bif
(
p¯i
q¯i
+
p¯f
q¯f
)]
,
f2(a) = q¯i
(
c−
p−
q−
+ c+
p+
q+
+ ci
p¯i
q¯i
)
,
(B12)
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where the coefficients are given by:
b− = (q+a)N−2g′N−1
(
q−
q+a
)
,
b+ = q
N−2
− g
′
N−1
(
q+a
q−
)
,
bif = q
N−2
− gN−1
(
q+a
q−
)
,
(B13)
and:
c− = qN−1+ g
′
N
(
q−a
q+
)
,
c+ = (q−a)N−1g′N
(
q+
q−a
)
,
ci = q
N−1
+ gN
(
q−a
q+
)
.
(B14)
The functions g and g′ are geometric sums arising from
performing the sum (14):
gN (u) =
N−1∑
k=0
uk =
1− uN
1− u ,
g′N (u) =
N−1∑
k=0
kuk =
u(1− uN )−NuN (1− u)
(1− u)2 .
(B15)
Appendix C: Stochastic differential equations for the
maximum-likelihood filter
In this appendix, we derive stochastic differential equa-
tions for the estimator P [+|ψ(t)] plotted in Fig. 6. We
first derive equations for the likelihood ratio Λ and then
reexpress them in terms of P [+|ψ(t)].
We directly differentiate each member of Eq. (48) with
respect to τM to obtain a set of linear differential equa-
tions for Λ = Λ1 + Λ2 + Λ3:
dΛ1
dτM
= Λ2,
dΛ2
dτM
= ΓΛ3 + [2ψ(τM )r − 1] Λ2,
dΛ3
dτM
= −ΓΛ3.
(C1)
From Eq. (48), we see that these equations must be solved
subject to the initial conditions Λ1(0) = 0, Λ2(0) = 0 and
Λ3(0) = 1.
Using Eq. (1), we may express the estimator in terms
of the likelihood ratio (47) as:
P [+|ψ(t)] = Λ
1 + Λ
. (C2)
Defining Pi = Λi/(1 + Λ), we write the estimator as:
P [+|ψ(t)] = P1 + P2 + P3. (C3)
In terms of the Pi’s, the equations (C1) transform into a
set of non-linear, first-order differential equations:
dP1
dτM
= P2 − 2ψ(τM )r P1P2,
dP2
dτM
= ΓP3 + [2ψ(τM )r − 1] P2 − 2ψ(τM )r P22 ,
dP3
dτM
= −ΓP3 − 2ψ(τM )r P2P3.
(C4)
These equations must be solve with the initial conditions
P1(0) = 0, P2(0) = 0 and P3(0) = 1/2. Note that when
r = 0, dP [+|ψ(t)]/dτM = 0 for all τM , and no informa-
tion can be acquired on the qubit state.
When Γ→∞, we follow a similar procedure and find
that the likelihood ratio Λ = Λ1 + Λ2 is the solution of
the following pair of equations [33]:
dΛ1
dτM
= Λ2,
dΛ2
dτM
= [2ψ(τM )r − 1] Λ2,
(C5)
with the initial conditions Λ1(0) = 0 and Λ2(0) = 1. Sim-
ilarly, the estimator P [+|ψ(t)] = P1 + P2 is the solution
of:
dP1
dτM
= P2 − 2ψ(τM )r P1P2,
dP2
dτM
= [2ψ(τM )r − 1] P2 − 2ψ(τM )r P22 ,
(C6)
with the initial conditions P1(0) = 0 and P2(0) = 1/2.
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